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.•. (1)P,::(cos8)

v= ~;r + a2:(: r (gnm cos mcp+ h':: sin mcp)

where'

2. Analysis of the Data .
Let the potential of the magnetic field·be written

as

numerical values of the coefficients of the sph.ericat
harmonic series up to the terms (4,4). Even this invol
ves inversion of a matrix of the order of 24. The
results of these investigations are reported in the
present paper.

m _ [2 (n-m)!]i (l_x2)m/2 d,,+m
P (x) - --- (x2-1)"

n (n+m) ! 211 n ! dxn+m .

... (2)

The first term gives the potential of the dipole at a
point r in the magnetosphere. This term gives the
internal contribution to the magnetic field. The
remaining terms describe the cavity field and arise
from the solar wind interaction with the geomagnetic
field. They constitute the contribution to the magne~
tic field arising from external sources.

A knowledge of the coefficients g::' and h:: will
enable one to fix the potential and consequently tbe
components of the magnetic field. In polar coordi
nates, the components of the magnetic field are given
by

oV . 1 OV .. 1 OV

Br= -ar-;B'=-ra6; B~=- r sinO ocp .•• (3a)

At this stage, we shall make a few remarks about
the assumption that the magnetic field is of .potential
origin. Generally, the magnetic field at any pointis
given by the Maxwell equation

4'1t. 1 0 D
curl B = ~ J +- --c c of
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The Explorer 18 data have been analyzed to evaluate the coefficients of the spherical harmonic eJl,pan,
sion for the magnetic field on the nightside of the magnetosphere between 18 and 31 earth radii. Numerical

computation of the first 24 harmonic coefficients has been made using an IBM 360 computer. From an analysis

of these computed values it is observed that at large distances exceeding 18 earth radii, the secondary magnetic
field is much stronger than the dipole field.

1. Introduction
SIGNIFICANT progress has been made .-3 during the

last decade in unravelling the structure of the magne
tosphere, the waves, fields and particles inside it
through measurements made with Explorer 181and
28, and several other satellites. The results teleme
tered by some of the earlier satellites led to the
conclusion that the field lines both on the dayside as
well as on the nightside are compressed, as a result
of the interaction of the solar wind with the geomag
netic field. Mead4 had earlier evaluated the secondary
magnetic field generated by the currents flowing on
the surface of the geomagnetic cavity in the form of
a spherical harmonic expansion and has published
tables for the coefficients of the various harmonics
for values of (n,m) up to 6. The expression given
by Mead can be regarded as representing the geomag
netic field well for distances up to seven or eight
earth radii, but beyond this distance its validity is
uncertain as it does not take into account the neutral
sheet on the nightside.

Through the kind courtesy of the World Data
Center, NASA, we received the data regarding the
magnetic field in the cavity and interplanetary space
as measured by the satellite Explorer 18 or IMP 1.
This satellite was a spin stabilized spacecraft instru
mented for interplanetary studies of cosmic rays,
magnetic fields and plasmas and was launched on 27
November 1963 in a highly elliptical orbit, with an
apogee of 32 earth radii. The magnetic field data
used by us covered the period from 28· November
1953 to 30 May 1964 and during the course of this
period the satellite made a total number of 47 orbits.

We analyzed the data giving the magnetic field
for the nightside of the magnetosphere between 18
and 31 earth radii to evolve a model of the magnetic
field on the nightside. Assuming that the compon
ents of the magnetic field can be expanded in a
spherical harmonic expression. we had evaluated the
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The magnetic axis of the earth does not exactly
coincide with the z-axis and will make a small angle

with the usual notation. If the right hand side in
Eq. (3b) vanishes, curl B = 0, so that B can be
expressed as the gradient of a potential, viz. B =
-grad V. The assumption that the magnetic field is
derivacle from a pot(~ntial is thus true only when the
currents and the time variation of the electric fields

in the magnetosphere are negligibly small.
Our present knowledge of the electric fields and

current systems in tce magnetosphere is, however,
very meagre. Detailed reviews of the electric fields
in the magnetosphefl~ have been given by Obayashi
and Nishija5 and Falthammer6, and an extensive
bibliography on this subject can be had from these
reviews. One may c:onclude6 that ~he average elec
tric field in the vicinity of the ecliptic plane is normal
to it and had a strength of the order of a millivolt
per metre in a system fixed in space, but interpla
netary space outside the ecliptic plane has not yet
been explored. Very little data are available on the
time. variation of the electric fields in the magneto
sphere. As pointed out by FaIthammer6 the actual
structure of the current system in outer space is still
not clear and should be decided by future satellites
and space probes. In view of the uncertainties regar
ding knowledge about the electric fields and currents
in the magnetosphen.:, it is not possible to make any
reasonable evaluation of the contribution of these to
the magnetic fields in the magnetosphere, especially
in the region covered! by Explorer 18. We, therefore,
assume that contributions to the magnetic field from
the currents and time: variation of the electric field
are negligibly small and the field itself can be derived
from a potential.

The coordinate axes used in the IMP I were
related to the spin axis of the satellite and the sun
earth line. A geoclmtric solar ecliptic coordinate
system was defined, and this reflects the interplanetary
nature of the data and also takes into account the
motion of the earth around the sun. In this coordi
nate system, the origin is at the centre of the earth,
the x-axis points to the sun, the z-axis is normal to
the ecliptic plane and the y-axis is chosen to complete
a right-handed coordinate system. The components
(X, Y,Z) of the magnetic field are then related to
Br,BB,B~ by a simple:orthogonal transformation and
are given by

(7a)

... (6)

Bgnlmlnm h~]
~ Agn1ml=i

'Os

'Ogm = 0 ;"

and these. could alternatively be written as,

N

S = 2:(X-X;)2 + (Y-Yi)2 + (Z-Zi)2 ..,(5)
;=1

of the order of 20 to 30° with it. If (~,~) and (e,~)
denote respectively the colatitude and longitude of
the magnetic axis and the fixed point r respectively,
we have

is a minimum. In the above, the sum over i runs
over all the N (=259) values of the magnetic field.
The condition for a minimum leads to the following
two sets of equations:

~~r = ~ [ (sine sintjIcos (rp-~)

+ cose cosljJ ]

As the work by Nessi does not specify the precise
value of 1jJand ~ we ha ve chosen a set of typical values
1jJ=20° and ~=Oo for our calculations, but as can be
seen from Table I the contribution of the dipole
term or the internal sources to the geomagnetic field
beyond 18 earth radii is very small and is at least
10-2 times smaller than the field due to the interaction
of the solar plasma with the terrestrial field. The
coefficients are, therefore, not sensitive to changes in
~ and ~. The IMP I data supplied by the World
Data Center give the values of the following para
meters for a period of about 70 days: year, day,
hour, orbit, radial distance, the cordinates (X,Y.Z) of
the field point, the field magnitude, the field latitude
angle, field longitude angle, the field components
(X, Y, Z) and the standard deviation. We had chosen
for our calculations a set of 259 points from these,
giving the values (Xi, Yi, Zi) of the magnetic field. It
was ensured that all these field points lie on the night~
side of the magnetosphere and cover all latitudes
ranging from 0 to 85° and all longitudes ranging from
90 to 270°.

The components of magnetic field X, Y, Z as given
by Eq. (3a) are functions of the constants gr:: and
h::'.Let Xi, Yi, Zi denote the observed values of the
components of the magnetic field as measured by the
satellite during several of its orbits. We then deter
mine g",': h,: by the condition that

COSO)(Br)-s~n8 ;:
... (4)

- sinOsinrp
cosrp

-cosO sinrp(~) (Sine cos~~
Y = sinrp

Z cosOCOSep
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... (lOb)

o
o
o
o

-0'99872879 x lea
0'15337763 x 101

-0'40683351 X 10-1

0'32834779 X 10·'

0'59953588

0'26388625 x 10-'

0'15959516 -x 10·'

0'10727976 x 10-1

-0'3579834' x 10-'

-0'193419S8 x .-'

0'41538635 x 10"

0'2292031

0'57000667 x 10-1

O'9l:!402053 x 10-1

0,47303516 x 10·

-0'18228699 x 10"

0'49940675

-0'78130215 x 10~1

-0'36901093

-0'17934673 x 10-1

0'78416429 x lOot

-0'17195869 X 10-1

0'84059095 x 10-t

0'12963088 x 10-1

Tablo 1- Numerical Values of g': and h':

"" ,,'"g" -

aII = 2M}"1 (cosO. coslji + sinO. sinlji cos
n1m1 'i

1,0'
2,0

3,0
4,0
1, 1
2,1
3,1
4,1
2,2

3,2

4, 2

3,3
4, 3

4,4

n, m

+ Azll[X, sine, sincp,- Y. coscp. + Z,cos6, sin~]

cos (cp.- ~)] + A~ [X. sinO. coscp. +Yt sin cpt .

+ z. cosO. COScpi]

(,.)~~ . 1A1"= - n1 a sin ml rpi P~:(cos 6.)

( 'i )"1-1 dA21l= - a- sin m1 cpo d6. PO;:: (oos6.) {

A" = ml co~ m1 cpo (!!--.)"1-1pm1 (cosO.) .1
3 smO. a nl

, .. (11 )
These area set of simultaneous equations in g':; and

h":,. To make the numerical solution of the problem
tractable, the series in Eq, (1) was truncated with the
term n=4. Eqs. (7) then involve 24 variables. A
programme in Fortran was written for the co_efficientJ
in the set of Eqs. (8) as well as for the inversion ofthe

... (7b)

+ z. cOSet sincp.)-A; (-X. cosa. + Z. sinO.)

... (lOa)

m cos mcp' (" ),,-1 ](COse.)- . e • -, -' p""n (cose.) A:sm. a'

... (9a)

[ ( . )"-1BIln1m1nm = - n ~ AIl1sin m cp'Pnm

+ I{ (X. sin8. coscp. + Y. sincp.

h ( " )"-1 d(cos8.) + A2 a X sin m CPt X de.

rln( ~)';:sm"p~

+MA3~ (sine. cosrp-cose. sinrp cos (cp.-~)],.

+ z. cose. coscp.) + A~(X. sinai sincp.- y. coscp.

m cos mcp. ]
(P: (cos a.)] - ~;n A. P': (cos a.) Alia

... (9b)
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n-1

(cos (h) A~+ (~)-10(P":, cos e.) cos me/>A~

n-l ]

m sin m. "
+ . (J. cp (-)P":. (cosO.) A~ (8 )sm. a ", a

[ ( ,. ),,-1
All = n -2... cosme/>.pmn1m1nm a n

II h ( " ),,-1 d(cos8.) A1+ Az cos me/>. a de. p;: (cosO.)

m sin mcp. (,. )"-1 ]+ _'_n a- P': (cosO.) Alia ( ... 8b)

[ ( ,. )"-1Blln1m1nm = - + n ti- P: (cose.)

, .J. "g + "II' ( " )n-1 d msm m '1" 1\1 1\2 sm m c/>i X a dO P n

where
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matrix and (he equatilOn was solved using an IBM
360 computer. The output was designed to get the
coefficients of the (24 x 24) matrix as well as the solu
tion for the variables. The numerical values of gnm\

as well at h,: are given in Table 1.
It can be seen from Table I that the coefficients

glO, gll, hl1, and h21 have the largest numerical values,
but as the expression for the magnetic potential has a
factor (ria)" which is of the order (20)", the higher

order terms also contribute significantly to the magne
tic field. Still it has been noted that the contributions

from the terms corresponding. to n=4 are definitely
smaller than those of the other terms and this gives
some hope about the fast convergence of the series
for this region of the magnetosphere. As mentioned

16

earlier, the contribution of the dipole term is much
smaller than those of the others. Further, for any
fixed n, the value of the coefficients becomes smaller

.with increasing values of m.
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